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Topicality of the research: The terminological system of cosmonautics sublanguage has undergone a number of changes and has been enriched by lexical units denoting new developments and discoveries – that determines the relevance of the chosen theme.

Tasks of the research:
• to examine the notion of “term” and “terminological system”;
• to determine the factors of cosmonautics sublanguage terms formation;
• to identify the structural composition of terms in general and in the cosmonautics language in particular;
• to analyze the ways of cosmonautics language terms translation.

Theoretical significance of the research: After analyzing the cosmonautics terminology we got the results that characterize the state of modern cosmonautics sublanguage.

Theoretical significance of this work: The materials of the work can be used during English practical classes and in translation theory and practice courses.

Results of the research:
1) cosmonautics sublanguage is a set of lexical units which belong only to the space theme and enter other areas of language through the media and with the help of borrowing terms belonging to other fields of studies;
2) characteristic features of the cosmonautics language are multi-component terminological word combinations that represent the majority of terms and their abbreviations;
3) the term in the target language should fully preserve the precise meaning, which is a requirement for equivalence when translating texts on specialized
subjects of cosmonautics field.